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Interstate 75 northbound shift to three lanes in Findlay
delayed by weather
LIMA, Ohio (Dec. 14, 2018) - A traffic shift on Interstate 75 northbound between U.S. 224
and county Road 99, Findlay, to three lanes was delayed this morning due to weather.
Crews had planned to shift I-75 northbound, just prior to the U.S. 224 interchange, over
to the new three lanes on the northbound side this morning. The shift was dependent
upon the placement of pavement markings, which could not occur due to rain overnight.
The switch is anticipated to occur next week if suitable weather exists.
All four lanes of I-75 between Sandusky Street and U.S. 68/state Route 15 are currently
traveling on the southbound side of the interstate. The planned shift will only affect
northbound traffic. Southbound traffic between U.S. 224 and county Road 99 will
continue to travel in two lanes until approximately mid-January.

Contact: ODOT District 1's public information office
(419) 999-6803; D01.PIO@dot.ohio.gov
About the Hancock I-75 project:
Interstate 75 will be reconstructed and widened beginning just south of Harrison
Street/County Road 144, which is just south of the U.S. Route 68/state Route 15
interchange, to the county Road 99 interchange, Findlay, Hancock County. The project
will reconstruct approximately five miles of the existing four lanes of Interstate 75,
construct an additional lane of travel in each direction, replace all mainline bridges on I75, replace the Harrison Street overpass, redesign and reconstruct the interchange
between U.S. 68/state Route 15 and Interstate 75, and redesign and reconstruct the
interchange with U.S. 68/state Route 15 at Lima Avenue. The project also includes the
construction of noise walls at particular locations. Expected completion is late fall 2020.
Beaver Excavating, Canton, serves as the general contractor.
Project information may be found at: http://tinyurl.com/hancock75
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